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ABSTRACT: Wireless communication services and associated applications rely on the use of
radio frequency (RF) spectrum resources for their operation. Due to the growth in the use of these
services, spectrum management agencies and wireless service providers are determining ways to
establish flexible spectrum assignment mechanisms as a means to respond in the near future to the
demand for spectrum resources. Many of these mechanisms focus on moving away from rigid
spectrum management policies and embracing dynamic spectrum access and spectrum sharing.
RF spectrum sharing environments will require an effective means of communicating the
characteristics and limits of spectrum use of an RF transmitter, receiver, system or collection of
systems in order to handle interference and dynamic spectrum assignments. Spectrum consumption
models (SCMs) attempt to capture spectral, spatial, and temporal characteristics, and boundaries of
the consumption of spectrum by any specific transmitter or receiver device or RF system. The
information contained in the models enables better RF spectrum management practices and allows
for the identification of spectrum reuse opportunities.
This talk presents and discusses current standardization and research efforts to develop policy
description languages and spectrum consumption models (SCM) that can be used to support and
enhance the provision of services in future wireless communication environments. It highlights the
work of several IEEE 1900.X standardization groups and discusses its impact on the implementation
of Spectrum Access Systems (SAS) and regulatory policy for wireless services.
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